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Position paper: Innovation in treatment 
This document provides an overview of innovation in the development and delivery of treatments, The 

Brain Tumour Charity’s position, and what we are doing to address the issues raised. 

 

What is innovation in treatment? 

Innovative treatments are medicines which might deliver substantially better outcomes for people with 

medical conditions such as brain tumours. People affected by a brain tumour have faced consistently 

poor survival rates and often have poor quality of life. Since 1971 there has been an overall increase in 

survival of less than 10% for people with a high grade brain tumour, one of the poorest improvements 

across all cancers (1). Treatments have changed little in this time, and can include a gruelling regime of 

surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy.  

Innovation in the way treatments are delivered and developed is essential if outcomes are to improve. 

Access to promising treatments needs to be quicker, existing treatments for other conditions that show 

evidence of effectiveness in brain tumours need to be utilised, and radically new treatments are needed 

to respond to the variation and complexity of the disease.  

 

The Brain Tumour Charity’s View 

We want people affected by a brain tumour to be able to access promising treatments as quickly as 

possible. Responsible innovation should entail increased access to treatments and procedures that are 

clinically safe and for which there is some evidence of potential for efficacy. Just 40% of people 

diagnosed with a malignant brain tumour survive for one year or more (1). Terminally ill people with a 

brain tumour who are determined to improve their chances of prolonged survival may be willing to 

accept a greater degree of risk with regard to more experimental treatments where there is less 

evidence of clinical benefit. We support opportunities for patients with aggressive brain tumours to 

explore new and potentially beneficial treatments as they approach the end of life.  

We support the Early Access to Medicines Scheme (EAMS) which is run by the Medicines and 

Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) and gives patients with unmet clinical need early 

access to promising treatments that are undergoing research for safety or efficacy and awaiting licence 

(2).  

Existing drugs used to treat other health conditions can be repurposed if evidence emerges that they 

can treat brain tumours. This is referred to as off-label use (where a treatment is prescribed for a 

condition which the clinical research of that drug did not address and therefore is not covered in the 

terms of the original license). Research into the potential of an existing drug to treat brain tumours can 

progress quickly as existing data shows them to be clinically safe. This is significant given that it can take 

up to 15 years for a treatment to get from the laboratory to market and clinical trials of new treatments 

have high failure rate (3). Success rate for new drugs from Phase I trial to approval in the United States 

over the period 2003 to 2011 was around 6.7% (4).  

There is a risk that where drugs used to treat other conditions show conclusive evidence that they can 

treat brain tumours they will not get to the people who need them most. When a drug has been 

developed, tested and approved it is granted a license to treat a specific condition. Drug patents last 20 
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years and when the patent expires the drug is no longer deemed financially competitive (the drug is 

referred to as off-patent when the patent expires). As a result of this if new evidence emerges that a 

drug could improve survival or quality of life for people with a brain tumour then there is no financial 

incentive for pharmaceutical company to seek a new license.  

The Government have proposed to seek non-legislative solutions to the issue of access to off-label 

drugs. Potential solutions include the inclusion of off-label use in National Institute for Health and Care 

Excellence (NICE) Evidence Summaries, the provision of information on off-label drugs by the British 

National Formulary, and an active solution in the Accelerated Access Review. 

The Access to Medical (Treatment) Innovation Act 2016 aims to improve early access to new treatments 

and is loosely influenced by the Medical Innovation Bill which was tabled in a previous Parliamentary 

session (5). This Act makes provision for the creation of a database of innovation that contains 

information about innovative medical treatments carried out by doctors in England and the results of 

such treatments (6).  

We believe that there a number of issues with the Act, principally its impact on clinical trial enrolment, 

the inclusion of off-patent treatments and the design of the database. We are concerned that doctors 

may choose to prescribe an innovative treatment rather than enrol their patient in a clinical trial where 

treatment is monitored and data collected but not guaranteed (for example, if the patient is part of the 

control group that receives a placebo).  The Act includes a provision to record the use of off-label 

treatments however many off-label treatments are supported by evidence of safety and efficacy and 

should not be associated with innovative treatments that lack robust evidence. Although we understand 

that it is not appropriate to outline the fine details of the database in legislation we have a number of 

reservations about how the database will work in practice. For example, data entry is not mandatory 

which may undermine data quality. Given that mandatory databases such as the Systemic Anti-Cancer 

Therapy (SACT) Dataset are incomplete it is unlikely that this database will be properly populated. An 

underpopulated database may lead to bias and lack reliability which will compromise doctors’ decision 

making. We hope that effective compliance mechanisms for recording data are developed. We also have 

further concerns about transparency, for instance access will initially be restricted to doctors and 

excludes patients and researchers.  

 

What mechanisms are currently in place to encourage innovation? 

There are a number of innovative treatments currently in development. An experimental vaccine for 

glioblastoma brain tumours has been deemed eligible for the EAMS and now the risks and benefits of 

the drug are being assessed before it can be made more widely available.  

The European Medicines Agency has undertaken a pilot scheme for a more flexible approach to licensing 

that reflects unmet medical need. The licensing pathway is adapted so that as data is collected on safety 

the availability of a treatment is expanded to a wider patient population who have limited treatment 

alternatives. This measure would help to ensure faster access to new medicines which are showing the 

potential of efficacy at the early stages of development. It is not yet clear how this scheme would work 

alongside the EAMS if adopted in the UK. 

Clinicians can repurpose a drug for another condition and prescribe off-label; however this use will not 

be advertised on the label or contained in the licensing information. NICE typically only assesses new 
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treatments for routine commissioning on the NHS and without this clinicians may not be aware of the 

clinical value of repurposed drugs to people affected by a brain tumour. The Off-patent Drugs Bill 

sought to address this issue and deliver faster access to repurposed off-patent treatments. The Bill 

failed to pass into law and the Government has committed to finding a non-legislative solution to access 

to off-label drugs.  

 

What is The Brain Tumour Charity doing?  

We are actively working to ensure that the best new treatments are made available for people affected 

by brain tumours, both through our Research Strategy and policy work.  

Our Research Strategy commits to greater investment in research that will advance understanding of 

the genetics and biology of brain tumours, which in turn will enable us to develop new targeted 

treatments that can reduce side effects and improve quality of life (7). 

In February 2015, the Charity published a general election manifesto which called for the UK 

Government to support Adaptive Licensing, which is currently being piloted by the European Medicines 

Agency (8). 

We supported the campaign for The Off-patent Drugs Bill and lobbied MPs to support the bill in the 

House of Commons and we will continue to campaign for a non-legislative solution to access to off-label 

drugs. You can read more about the campaign at https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/media-

centre/news/research-news/off-patent-bill-2015/. Breast Cancer Now and other stakeholders continue 

to look for a pathway for off-patent drugs and we will feed into the process where relevant. 

We will continue to the work with the Association of Medical Research Charities (AMRC) to consult on 

the development of the database under The Access to Medical (Treatment) Innovation Act 2016 to 

ensure that it works in the interest of people affected by a brain tumour. 
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